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Drag Shoes and Drag Shoe Supports:

Tough and hard!

Schneider steel drag shoes have been tried and tested for 
decades and are certified according to DIN 76051 They usu-
ally offer a higher load-bearing capacity than untested 
standard skids and are the first choice for heavy-duty use 
and rough floor surfaces. 

The supports with different internal widths for the vari-
ous drag shoe sizes are also protected against corrosion by 
hot-dip galvanising. 

Steel is less susceptible to  cracks or wear and tear than 
plastic and is therefore much more durable. Especially on 
uneven terrain, the higher weight keeps the hot-dip galva-
nised shoes stable on the surface. They are also resistant 
to chemicals and oils. 

We offer various drag shoe supports to ensure that you 
have the brake shoes quickly to hand when required.  
These can either be screwed or clamped to the vehicle frame. 

100.336.200 / 100.446.200 / 100.653.200 
110.336.215 / 110.446.215 / 110.653.215 110.446.216 / 110.653.217 

  Art.-No. Product B Radius Wheel load Weight

100.336.200 Drag Shoe G36 120 mm 360 mm 1.600 kg 1,0 kg

100.446.200 Drag Shoe G46 160 mm 460 mm 5.000 kg 2,8 kg

100.653.200 Drag Shoe G53 200 mm 560 mm 6.500 kg 4,3 kg

110.336.215 Support to screw on 124 mm 0,5 kg

110.446.215 Support to screw on 164 mm 0,8 kg

110.653.215 Support to screw on 204 mm 1,3 kg

110.446.216 Support clampable 167 mm 2,3 kg

110.653.217 Support clampable 207 mm 2,7 kg
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